The tuning of the Myanmar pat wain, a unique drum circle consisting of 20 double-headed drums of a hsain wain orchestra is investigated. The drums have clear pitches over three and a half octaves, unusual for a percussion instrument, and are tuned by adding a paste pa sa on the drum head consisting of rice and ashes. It was investigated by the author during a field trip in northern Myanmar during its tuning process. The drum head is modeled using a time-dependent Finite-Difference Method (FDM), solving the differential equation of the two membranes on a 63x63 grid each, with a sample rate of 96kHz, using a Gauss-shaped impulse as driver. The internal air is modeled as a delay line between the two drums. The aim was to estimate pitch and mode changes on the beating membrane due to adding of the paste. To estimate the influence of viscoelasticity on the pitches, the membrane differential equation was enlarged to a viscoelastic model using a complex, frequency dependent Young's modulus transferred into the time domain using a Laplace transform. The calculation was performed on a NVIDIA GTX960 GPU, which is highly parallel, where calculating one second of a drum sound needed about 10 seconds. The sound was calculated as integral of the radiating of the beating membrane points with respect to a place above this membrane. The material properties on the FDM grid were implemented according to the mass distribution of the leather membrane and the paste. It appears that the strong pitch impression of the drum is caused by several factors. The fundamental shows a long decay due to the interaction of the front with the back membrane. The second and third harmonics are enhanced by the inclosed air. Both are tuned near harmonic relations to the fundamental by the distribution of the paste, which changes the harmonic relations, a result previously also found for Indian tabla drums. The higher harmonics are damped due to strong internal damping of the membrane. The viscoelastic FDM for the upper drum head showed strong that the viscoelastic internal damping due to the paste does not change the pitches considerably. The results are compared to the field recordings, which show considerable damping and pitch glides with low-pitched drums. Also the tuning of the drum circle is compared to different tuning systems showing similarities to a tuning pattern of Cambodian roneat deik metalophone.
